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1.

SAFETY REGULATIONS

Welcome to the Outline world! Congratulations on
choosing the Outline V10/V15 kit as your sound system. We suggest you dedicate some time to reading this manual in order to get to know this product
in depth and ensure you make the most of its use.
It is important to remain at a suitable distance from
the sound reinforcement system, particularly when
it is used at high spl.
The V10 and V15 kits have been designed for medium-small venues, but due to their high performance, they could cause hearing damage.

Outline declines any and all responsibility for damage or faulty operation caused by using the kits
in a different way from that expressly foreseen and
specified:
• uncertified or unauthorized modification to any
part of the system can damage the system, compromising its real efficiency and safety
• always make sure to check the conformity and
good condition of the stands, tripods, supports,
support surfaces and everything concerning the
stability and safety of the system;
• it is advisable to carry out periodic inspections/
checks and any necessary maintenance of the
systems, cables and the amplifiers before using
them. In the event of wear or accidental damage
of the components, Outline will provide specific
support for their replacement;
• frequently check the conditions and correct operation of the tripods, wheelboards and other
fixing accessories.
Since the system is equipped with loudspeakers/
transducers that produce a static magnetic field, it is
strongly advisable to keep any electronic devices or
magnetic media of any type (computers, hard disks,
magnetic card, etc) at a suitable distance (approximately 1 metre) from the loudspeakers.

The safety precautions to follow are:
•

•
•

•

The installation of the kits requires that the persons involved are aware of the safety procedures
to follow in this kind of situations;
It is not recommended to use any material not
expressly provided for by Outline
Protect the electrical parts dedicated to amplification, especially in case of risk of contact with
rain or high humidity;
Safeguard and protect the point-sources of the
kit in case of prolonged contact with rain or humidity.

1.1. DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIALS
The product is designed and manufactured
with high quality materials and components,
which can be recycled and reused. When this
symbol of the crossed “wheelie” bin is attached to a product, it means that the product is covered by the European Directive 2012/19/EU and subsequent amendments. This means that the product
must NOT be disposed of with other household-type
waste.

Users are responsible for the disposal of their
electric and electronic equipment, consigning it to
an approved disposal facility. For further information on where it is possible to send equipment for
recycling, contact your local distributor. Correct disposal of the old product will help to prevent potential negative consequences for the environment and
people’s health.

1.2. CONFORMITY AND WARRANTY
All Outline electro-acoustic and electronic
devices are in conformity with the provisions
of EC/EU directives (as stated in our CE declaration of conformity).

The CE declaration of conformity is attached to the
product warranty certificate and is shipped with the
product.
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2.

SYSTEMS’ DESCRIPTION

The V10 and V15 kits are the result of an in-depth
study made to obtain the most extensive and detailed
possible coverage, in full Outline style, maintaining
a compact, optimized, easy-to-use and to transport
system.
More specifically, these sound systems are characterized by an integrated and autonomous ampli-

Vegas10

fication system, implemented in the cabinet of the
subwoofer, with enclosed audio and power cables,
ready for use in the so-called “plug & play” formula. The loudspeaker system includes three different
point-sources, all manufactured by Outline.
In detail:

Sub118-SP23

Vegas10

Powercon True1 IP65
power cord (EU)

Wheelboard-01
NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

•

The V10 kit contains two Vegas 10 and one self-powered Sub118 - SP23, two audio speakON cables NL2FX/
NL2FX (10 m), one power cord Powercon True1/Powercord (EU) and one wheelboard;

speaker
poles

Vegas15

Sub118-SP12

Sub118-SP12

Wheelboard-01
NL2FX/NL2FX
loudspeaker cable

•

Vegas15

Powercon True1 IP65
power cord (EU)

The V15 kit contains two Vegas 15 and two self-powered Sub118 - SP12, two audio speakON cables NL2FX/
NL2FX (2 m), two power cords Powercon True1/Powercord (EU), two speaker poles and two wheelboards.

The two kits are going to be illustrated and explained in full detail in this manual, by going into their components’ properties and sound performance features. This information will be helpful to better understand the
appropriateness of the kits depending on their intended use.
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2.1. VEGAS 10 AND VEGAS 15

Two point source models are used as the systems’
satellites: Vegas 10 for the V10 kit and Vegas 15 for
the V15 kit.
These two-way loudspeaker systems from Outline
Vegas series differ in the dimensions of the mid-low
frequency woofer (10’’ or 15’’). Indeed, for the high
frequencies, they both mount the same 1.75’’ compression driver loaded on a rotatable horn. This feature enables to use the enclosure both vertically and
horizontally depending on the needs.

The Baltic birch plywood cabinet, with two bassreflex ports of the same material, allows to achieve an excellent performance by the speakers, free
from internal vibrations and resonance that could
compromise the final result. Its particular shape,
together with the rotatable horn mentioned above,
enables it to be also used on the ground as a stage
monitor.
The cabinet is painted with a layer of black polyurea
paint to protect the enclosure from wear over time.
The front grille, with sound-transparent foam, guarantees protection against dust (and other external
agents) for the speakers and internal components.
The pole mount socket enables to use the enclosure
with poles and tripods. More info in chapter 9.

The internal passive crossover filter, manufactured
with very low resistance metallized polypropylene
capacitors, guarantees the best possible sound performance.
The horizontal dispersion of 80/90° and the vertical
dispersion of 70° ensure an even and complete coverage (see chapter 5). The frequency response for
the two Vegas models ranges between the crossover
values chosen respect to the Sub118 SP and 20 kHz.
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2.2. SUB 118 - SP12/SP23
Sub118-SP12/SP23 is the self-powered subwoofer
for the reproduction of the low frequencies in the V10
and V15 kits. Its single 18’’ neodymium direct radiation woofer with dedicated bass reflex ports ensures
a frequency response down to 35 Hz.
Its design and low overall weight (47 kg) allow easy
maneuverability. The Baltic Birch plywood cabinet in
fact, in addition to ensuring resistance and control
even at high vibration levels, has a number of handles that can also be used to lock the subwoofer with
the wheelboard for transport.
The curved front grille guarantees additional protection of the woofer, without compromising in any
way its acoustic performance and without interefering with the ergonomics of the handles. Lastly, the
M20 threaded points allow the use of the subwoofer
with loudspeaker poles for Outline satellites such as
Vegas 10 or Vegas 15.
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The difference between the two models of the Sub118
- SP12 and SP23 - regards the electronics part and
the connection panel of the dedicated amplifier module (chapter 4). A passive version of the subwoofer
is also available.
Further information at outline.it
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CONN.

SECT.

1+ / 1-

OUT 1

AMPLIFIED SIGNAL OUTPUTS
TO SATELLITE 1 (1+/1-)

TO SATELLITE 2 (1+/1-)

CA UTION
Risk of electric shock. Do not open. To reduce
fire or electric shock risks, do not expose this
equipment to rain or moisture.

115/120 V AC
50/60 Hz

LOAD
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POWER
SPECIFIC.

OUT 2

1 x VEGAS 10

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2
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CONSUMPTION
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MAINS OUTPUT
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In particular, the SP12 model features a balanced
analog input (with the link to split the input signal)
and an output speakON NL4. The SP23 features
kW composto
da due Moduli da 2 elementi da 6 kW (order
two analog inputs (L/R) Sistema
and two 12
corresponding
NL4
outputs. Both have the same PowerCON True 1 stan(da abbinare ad un altro modulo per completare un sistema L + R)
dard input power connector.
1+ / 1-

MAINS

AUTO SELECT 100/240 V~ 50-60 Hz

Made in Italy

INPUT

OUTPUT

Sistema L + R con gittata 25 mt, copertura 90°; due di questi sistemi possono coperire un’area di
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3.

WIRING

After having analyzed the two different subwoofer panels and their relative input/output structures, here under
you will find the drawings of the cross over system and of the connection panel of the Vegas 10 and Vegas 15
enclosures which are the same for the two models:

INPUT / LINK

NL4

1+
1-NL4
2+
2-

NL4

1+
12+
2-NL4

INPUT / LINK

The electro-acoustic features of the components are
therefore dimensioned according to the criteria described above to obtain the best possible performance of the two elements in relation to the subwoofer in
conditions of extreme reliability and very low distor-

1+
12+
21+
12+
2-

tion. Any configuration other than the provided one
will not be as performant and may, in some cases,
compromise the correct operation of the sound system.
The wiring is very simple, as shown here under:

Analog signal

Output to Vegas

AC into amplifier
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3.1. CONNECTORS SPECIFICATIONS
The cable used for cabling the point-source like Vegas and the Sub118 SP is the speakON NL2FX cable
(four-pole chassis and 1+ / 1- contacts). Its standard
length of 10 m and 2 m is specifically designed for the
wiring for the two kits. It will however be possible to

use longer cables or, using a special cable adaptor, to
extend those already included with cables of the same
type. Its chassis is approved for wiring with NL4MP-2
input / output connectors like those found on the Vegas and the Sub118 SP.

Cable with NL2FX connectors

The cable used for the audio signal wiring from the
source to the subwoofer input panel (chapter 4), is
a classic audio cable with XLR 3-pole EIA-standard
connector:

2

1
3

1. Ground
2. Positive

1

2

Jack 6,35 mm
TRS connector

3

3

XLR male connector

3. Negative
Alternatively, the input panel (with Combo connector)
also accepts balanced 6.35 mm jack cables (TRS).

The cable used to connect to the amplifier DSP (chapter 4) integrated in the Sub118 SP is the USB cable
with a type B connector.
For most users, the PC needs a USB type A connector
on the other end of the cable.

USB type B

USB type A
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3.2. CABLES AND PICTURES
NAME / CODE

NL2FX /
NL2FX

PowerCON
True 1 /
Powercord
(EU)

Type A /
Type B
USB cable

XLR bal. jack 6,35 mm
TRS

DESCRIPTION

10 m / 2 m speakON audio cables for satellites (1+ / 1- )

1.8 m professional power cable for the amplifier

Connection cable between the DSP of the kit
and the dedicated PC
(not included in the package)

Approved connectors for the SUB118 SP input panel to
use with external source signals
(not included in the package)
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4.

AMPLIFICATION

As already mentioned, the amplifiers are directly
integrated into the two Sub118 SP models. The
amplifier module is completely autonomous and
designed to be immediately ready for use (plug &
play) once connected to the power and wired to the
Vegas satellites.
The integrated DSP allows the management of the
input audio signal
by routing it to the output channels
MAINS

dedicated to the Vegas and Sub118. In fact, despite
the passive crossover of the Vegas, the two types of
satellites have a very precise and specifically studied
frequency cut, all managed by the DSP. Beyond the
flat setting, it will be possible to use other presets for
the whole system (chap 5).
Below you will find all the elements and the
potential offered by the management panel:

AUTO SELECT 100/240 V~ 50-60 Hz

Input and output power: Powercon True 1 (IP65) with a parallel output to
further power up to three kits in parallel at 220 V or two kits in parallel at 110 V
(connection also valid to power the kits V10 and V15 in parallel).

2 elementi da 6 kW (order
INPUT

OUTPUT

LINK

INPUT

Analog signal input: Combo type connector (XLR / TRS jack 6,35 mm) for balanced analog signal. The Sub118-SP23 model will have two separate inputs
(stereo left / stereo right).
Analog signal link: XLR connector in parallel to the input connector.
Amplified signal output: speakON connector model NL4MP-2 dedicated to the
transmission of the amplified signal to the Vegas loudspeakers through the
dedicated speakON NL2FX audio cable.

OUTPUT

CLIP/TEMP
SIGNAL
STATUS
0

-∞

+6

Potentiometer and LEDs: the system gain can be regulated with the dedicated
potentiometer which can be set from -∞ to +6 dB.
STATUS LED: if it is off, the system is down. If it is GREEN, the system is ready to
play and standby mode is disabled. If it is CYAN the system is ready to play but
standby mode is enabled. It is BLUE when system is in standby mode*;
SIGNAL LED: when it is off there is no input signal, when the signal is present and
the output level is in the linear range, it is GREEN. If it is YELLOW, the input signal is
strong enough to engage the output limiter. If it is RED Input signal is too high;
CLIP/TEMP LED: when it is off the system temperature is ok and there is no signal
clipping. A YELLOW clip/temp LED indicates high system temperature and the DSP
will lower the clipping voltage level to reduce the output power and limit the increase
of temperature. If it is RED, there is an output signal clipping.
*By factory default the ‘standby mode’ is active. By pressing the preset select pushbutton for at least 3 seconds the user can toggle the standby mode: when active, after
15 minutes of no input signal (input level below -45 dBu) the system enters a low
power operating mode (standby) and sends a signal to the power amplifier that turn
off the output stages. The system turns back operating when the input signal level
exceeds -45 dBu.
USB input type B: USB port dedicated to DSP control through PC and Armonía
Plus software (chapter 4.1).

FLAT
BASS BOOST
LOUDNESS
PRESENCE
PRESET
SELECT

Preset selection: button for the selection of one of the four available presets
(chapter 5). It is possible to see the active preset with the help of the dedicated
LEDs.
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4.1. DSP AND CONTROL THROUGH PC
The internal digital processor (DSP) integrated into
the Sub118 SP amplification system, allows control
and routing of the input signal to the relative output
channels, following precise frequency cuts between
Vegas and Sub118. As already mentioned, besides the
control of the amplifier gain through the relative potentiometer, the DSP allows the choice of four different presets (chapter 5).
Moreover, for more expert users, it is possible to
obtain some further controls over the processing
system, by connecting directly to the DSP through a
special PC and USB cable (type B / type A) - if the
PC has more USB ports it will be possible to connect
two or more kits at the same time - as shown in the
previous chapters. Before making this connection,
you need to download and install the ArmoníaPlus
software (download at armonia.powersoft.it).

It is also necessary to download and install the dedicated Outline plug-in available in Armonía Marketplace.
For some computers, it will be necessary to install the
VCP communication plug-in (www.silabs.com/products/development-tools/software/usb-to-uart-bridge-vcp-drivers).

After having logged in to your Marketplace account, you can download all the necessary plugins for your
Outline systems.
Then add the desired kit by selecting “Add” > “Powered speaker” (Outline). In this way, once the system
is connected to the PC (“Match”), you can have the desired control over it:
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When clicking on it, a window appears where it is possible to modify the following parameters:
•

Input EQ - it is possible to choose between different types of filters, for input signal equalization independent from the selected preset, ideal for circumstances and venues with particularly complex acoustics;

•

Overall gain - level regulation independent from the level regulation on the amplifier, can be useful in case
you want to set a digital “limit” of the final output volume;

•

Delay and Polarity (up to 340ms) - delay and polarity change of the whole kit intended as a unique system
and therefore useful in case of allignment with another system or kit.

i

It will be possible to modify the mix between the two inputs for the V10 kit, by choosing between stereo
(default) and mono mix in the “Scheme” section.
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5.

PRESETS AND USES

The great peculiarity of the two kits is that when you
have a power supply and an analog input signal, they
are immediately ready for use in plug & play mode.
Having analyzed the various controls available on the
amplifier and its DSP, it is important to underline that
the whole system is controllable and settable even

i

with minimum effort. In fact, depending on different
needs and tastes, but in the absence of necessary
time or sufficient skills for a personalized set-up,
Outline has made available four presets that are potentially useful in any situation or venue. In detail:

•

Flat (default) - linear frequency response of the whole system, for a free
from coloration use; ideal for those who appreciate a uniform sound
through the whole spectrum or for those who make tailored EQs by means of a mixing desk.

•

Bass Boost - frequency response to boost the low frequencies; ideal
for situations where particular “vibrations” are required, perfect also in
case of remarkable sound dispersion in free field.

•

Loudness - a slight cut of the medium frequencies (with a consequent
emphasis of the high and low frequencies), suitable for lower volumes.
This EQ enables to maintain a good intelligibility level of the system even
in case of contained sound emission.

•

Presence - filtered response in a given bandwidth, corresponding to the
frequency range of the human voice (medium frequencies). It is an ideal
preset for conference-style or speech contexts, ensuring the best intelligibility of the voice throughout the listening area.

It is always possible to combine the available presets with a custom input EQ through ArmoníaPlus, as
shown earlier.
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The four default presets (shared by both kits), aim to
satisfy the needs of end users for different circumstances and venues.
It is however important to know the intended use for
each of the two kits, which changes depending on the
type and charachteristics of the venue (open or closed spaces, reverberation level, acoustic treatment,
parallel or slanting walls, etc.

Therefore the environmental and consequently acoustic variables are many and often not modifiable.
However, the user can pay proper attention to the
positioning and aiming at the venue of the satellite,
always taking into consideration their horizontal and
vertical dispersion (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) and possible
comb filtering effects at their crossing point.

Fig. 2 : incorrect vertical positioning and aiming

Fig. 1 : incorrect horizontal positioning and aiming

When placing the satellites close to each other, attention must be paid to their aiming, in order to respect their horizontal and vertical dispersion angles
as much as possible. If (Fig. 1) these are on the same
plane and side by side and equally oriented, the formation of an area characterized by inhomogeneities
over the entire coverage area will be inevitable, following the succession of destructive sums and peaks
over the whole frequency spectrum (comb filtering).
In case the two satellites are places on the same plane
and aimed according to their (nominal) horizontal
dispersion angle, the final result will be as
optimized as possible. It is however
necessary to take into account that
the omnidirectional dispersion of the
low frequencies may cause their sums
and cancellations. To have a precise idea
about the whole frequency spectrum behaviour
it is possible to make a simulation with Outline proprietary software Open Array 2.

You will obtain the same effect in case you place them
one upon the other (fig. 2), in this case in relation to
their vertical dispersion. Their behaviour will be different from that of line arrays, which have waveguides
and horn loadings and are made to be combined with
each other.

fig. 3 : correct horizontal positioning
and aiming
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In the example above, with a V10 kit in a space of 15
m x 10 m, it is possible to see that the most even coverage through the whole venue can be obtained by
placing the two satellites at 1.7 metres from Sub118
SP23 and at 0.9 metres respect to the seated audience with an inclination of 15° respect to the central
point (Z axis).
OpenArray2 will offer a simulation that is as close to
reality as possible (in free-field).

Logically, the more distance there is between the satellites, the more the aiming should be made inwards.
On the contrary, when reducing this distance, the aiming should be made outwards (see the two examples). In any case the two sources will cross at a certain point which mostly probably won’t feature any
evident or compromising cancellations.
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6. ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS
The aim of the V10 and V15 kits, designed as mobile
type systems, is to meet different types of needs (within the limits of their extensive potential). Obviously
nothing excludes their use in a fixed installation. The
user has the possibility to perform different types of
installations depending on the space available.
Outline offers, separately from the elements included
in the two kits (therefore to be requested specifical-

ly to the local dealer or distributor), the possibility to
expand and set up the two systems in a different way
from the standard configuration.
Here are some additional elements:

•

Additional Vegas 10 (only for the V10 kit) - it will be
possible to link one Vegas 10 per side in addition to
the two satellites of the kit for the total of four, to get
a more extensive coverage. SUB118 SP-23 with the
Bass Boost preset will deliver an excellent level of low
frequencies for the four satellites.

#2 M8 FIXING POINT

•

#2 M8 FIXING POINT

•

#4 M6 FIXING POINT

Wall brackets and Two-speakers adaptor - a very
useful accessory, compared to the traditional speaker
poles (included in the V15 kit), is the wall bracket. The
wall brackets provided for the two Vegas models can
be very useful in fixed installations and can be an ideal
solution for indoor venues where, due to limited space,
it is necessary to place the loudspeakers on the wall
to ensure a more even coverage. For small venues it
is also possible to use one tripod with a two-speakers
adaptor (suitable for Vegas 10 only).

Fixing Point - Already included by default in all
Vegas models, these fixing points for the wall
brackets allow the mobility of the satellite in
order to point it in the horizontal or vertical position as designated by the project. Below you
will find some examples of wall brackets and
their related item codes, to purchase separately from your local dealer or distributor.

Wall bracket
ADJBV-E10/E15
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Two-speakers adaptor
STAND-ADAPT

Wall bracket
STAND-WALL1

#2 M8 FIXING POINT

#4 M6 FIXING POINT

#3 M8 FIXING POINT

Fixing points for horizontal installation

Fixing points for vertical installation

Wall bracket
WHH100-B

Truss bracket
TH100-B

Horizontal wall
bracket
ADJBH-E10/E15
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•

Speaker pole with base plate - A much more elegant
alternative to the classic tripod. Ideal for conferences
and similar situations, where it is possible to place the
plate on a flat and stable surface. Easy to handle and
transport, thanks to the dedicated bag. Maximum load
25 kg (made by gravitystands.com).

•

Tripod pole - classic and very versatile solution. Equipped with “pneumatic” technology, it allows a regulated
descent of the stand, simplifying the disassembly procedures. Maximum load 50 kg (made by gravitystands.
com).
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7. PERIODIC CONTROLS
All the components of the system (loudspeakers, amplifiers, cables, rigging hardware etc.) require a number of periodic controls to be performed at regular
time intervals to be decided by the persons in charge.
Some functional checks must be performed before
and after each use to confirm the working conditions

of each element.
In-depth controls must be performed ar regular time
intervals (for example, every 6 or 12 months), after
prolonged use (e.g. after a tour or a festival) or after
particular working conditions (incorrect use, wrong
rigging, drop etc.)

7.1. FUNCTIONAL CHECKS
It is strongly recommended to check the following
parameters of the electroacoustic components after
each use:
• general state of the satellites and subwoofers
(strongly recommended) ;
• integrated hardware (pole mount sockets and
threaded points as well as the stability of the
pole mounts);
• security of the power supplies (generators,

•

•

mains supply, electric panels, cables);
system cabling to the integrated amplifier (noise check of each single amplifier channel, accuracy of the selected presets and connections,
souce connections etc.), to be performed both
through listening and, where possible, through
measurements;
others.

The aim of these checks is to guarantee the best possible performance and safety of the system from all points
of view. Any discrepancies found must be corrected. If these discrepancies compromise the safety of the system, it must be immediately dismissed.

7.2. PERIODIC CHECKS
The in-depth checks are aimed to discover eventual
causes of possible problems that coud occur over
time and to check the parameters that are not measurable during everyday use. These checks include: :
• cables, connectors’ conformity, pinouts, cuts,
tears, cables’ safety etc.;
• amplifiers and their electrical and thermic
safety (always verify the amplifier does not
overheat during prolonged use)
• frequency response check of the electroacoustic components (using a measurement microphone and software that can measure the
frequency response of the loudspeakers, in order to compare them to the reference curves);
• control of other electroacoustic components
(absence of vibrations, integrity of the panels

•
•

and so on);
integity check of all components, absence of
deformations, cracks and roundnesses, signs
of damage) ;
check of all accessories (wheelboards, tripods,
poles etc.)

The aim of these checks is to have a ready-to-use
system at any time. The results of these checks must
be reported on a paper or electronic sheet like the
one at the end of this manual in the appendix.
In case of difformities it will be necessary to proceed
with reparation which must be done by skilled personnel only. In case of doubts it is mandatory to contact an Outline’s representative, distributor or Oultine
headquarters directly.
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8.

SPARE PARTS

As for all Outline products, there are spare parts available in case of component failures. For any other type
of reparation it is necessary to contact Outline directly. Below you will find the spare parts and their relative
item codes:

L AME3KV1SP12/23

O S18B14ND40WP8

M V802

Sub118 SP 12/23 spares: woofer 18”, four rubber feet, amplifier module (with connection panel)
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O SCD1ND1085-8

O S1064HPL8WP

Vegas 10 / Vegas 15 spares: woofer 10”, woofer 15”, same driver for the two models.
O SCD1ND1085-8

O S1576HPL8WP
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9. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
9.1. VEGAS 10
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response -10 dB

60 Hz – 20 kHz

Nominal Dispersion

90° x 70° (H x V)

Maximum SPL Output *

130 dB SPL

Component Low

10” woofer

Component High

1.75” diaphragm compression driver

Loading Low

Bass-reﬂex

Loading High

Rotatable moulded horn

Connectors

2 x NL4 PAR Pins 1+/1-

Cabinet Material

Baltic birch plywood

Cabinet Finish

Black polyurea coating

Grill

Epoxy powder coated

Installation Points

12 x M8, 4 x M6 threaded points

Pole Mount

35 mm socket

Height

590 mm – 23 1/4’’

Width

350 mm – 13 3/4’’

Depth

334 mm – 13 1/8’’

Weight

15.5 kg – 34.2 lb

* calculated using +10 dB Crest Factor signal @ 1 m, Free Field
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9.2. VEGAS 15
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response -10 dB

53 Hz – 20 kHz

Nominal Dispersion

80° x 70° (H x V)

Maximum SPL Output *

132 dB SPL

Component Low

15” woofer

Component High

1.75” diaphragm compression driver

Loading Low

Bass-reﬂex

Loading High

Rotatable moulded horn

Connectors

2 x NL4 PAR Pins 1+/1-

Cabinet Material

Baltic birch plywood

Cabinet Finish

Black polyurea coating

Grill

Epoxy powder coated

Installation Points

12 x M8, 4 x M6 threaded points

Pole Mount

35 mm socket

Height

750 mm – 29 1/4’’

Width

450 mm – 17 3/4’’

Depth

390 mm – 15 3/8’’

Weight

25.8 kg – 56.9 lb

* calculated using +10 dB Crest Factor signal @ 1 m, Free Field
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9.3. SUB118 SP
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response -10 dB

35 Hz – 125 kHz

Nominal Dispersion

Quasi-omnidirectional

Maximum SPL Output *

140.5 dB SPL

Component Low
Loading Low
Amplifier Output

18” woofer
Bass-reﬂex
NL4 PAR Pins 1+/1-

Amplifier Input
Amplifier DC Input

Analog - XLR (G/H/C) / jack 6, 35 mm TRS
PowerCON True 1

Cabinet Material

Baltic birch plywood

Cabinet Finish

Black polyurea coating

Grill

Epoxy powder coated

Height

570 mm – 22 1/2’’

Width

570 mm – 22 1/2’’

Depth

750 mm – 29 1/2’’

Weight

500

500
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35
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500
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5
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560
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* calculated using +10 dB Crest Factor signal @ 1 m, Free Field

40

47 kg – 103.6 lb
35

APPENDIX: PERIODIC CHECKS
The table below represents an ideal check list for
each single element. This table shall be filled in for
each element of the system.

It is possible to use this check list both as an electronic and as a printed document.

SERIAL NUMBER: ___________
Date
In/Out Connectors
Sub Frequency response
Vegas Frequency response
Amplifier stability
Electrical connection
Tripods/poles stability
Integrity of the cabinets
Grilles
Fixing points
ADDITIONAL REMARKS:

Put a check sign 		
dback.

for each positive outcome or a cross sign

in case of a negative fee-
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Outline carries out on-going research for product improvement. New materials, manufacturing methods
and design upgrades are introduced to existing products without prior notice as a routine result of this philosophy. For this reason, any current Outline product may differ in some aspect from its description, but will
always equal or exceed the original design specifications unless otherwise stated.
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